LEE
CHARGING DIE KIT

SMALL CHARGING DIE
FITS CASE LENGTH .860” TO 1.760”

LARGE CHARGING DIE
FITS CASE LENGTH 1.760” TO 2.620”

FOR USE WITH LEE AUTO-DISK, PRO-AUTO DISK
& AUTO-DRUM POWDER MEASURES

1. Select appropriate charging die. (See reverse).
   Screw the charging die body onto your Powder Measure, making
certain the actuator drop tube is inside.

2. Adjust powder measure with empty case in the shell holder and ram
   fully raised. Screw unit into the press just enough to fully move the disk
   or drum to the dump position.

PLEASE NOTE: Cases longer than 2.620 inches can be charged by limiting
the presses' upward travel by feel rather than to the press stop.
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